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INTRODUCTION
A magnetic nozzle (MN) consists in a convergent–divergent,
applied magnetic field capable of guiding and accelerating
supersonically a magnetized plasma jet into vacuum. As
the name itself suggests, these devices have a large resemblance with the traditional “de Laval” nozzle, a convergent–
divergent solid channel where a hot neutral gas is expanded
to generate thrust. MNs are a technology belonging to the
field of space electric propulsion,[1,2] a broad term to denote
all rocket engines where the propellant is ionized into a
plasma and accelerated to provide thrust using an external
electric power source, in contrast to traditional space chemical propulsion, where the power for jet acceleration is provided by a chemical reaction of the propellant.
Since the early 1970s, MNs have stirred a significant
amount interest due to the many qualities that make them
a superior device to produce thrust in space. Some of the
more prominent advantages include the following:
 First, the handling of the plasma is fully contactless.
This minimizes plasma–material interaction problems
and reduces plasma losses, raising the efficiency of the
device.
 Second, operation is also electrodeless. The present
generation of plasma thrusters, like gridded ion thrusters and Hall effect thrusters, requires some form of
naked electrodes to accelerate the plasma or to neutralize the resulting ion beam. In the MN, ions and electrons
are generally accelerated together into a current-free
jet, without the need for electrodes. This means a
profound simplification at system level, with benefits
on the complexity of the power processing and control
unit and on the overall robustness of the system, as it
removes one critical point of failure. This can become a
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key feature in the construction of high-durability
systems that must withstand hundreds of thousands
of hours of operation, far beyond today thruster
capabilities.
Third, since it is possible to tune the magnetic field shape
and strength in-flight, the MN is highly adaptable to an
ample continuum of operating points, facilitating the
design of dual-mode plasma thrusters (able to run at high
specific impulse, Isp, and low thrust, F, and vice versa)
and systems with wide operational envelopes.
Fourth, the MN can in principle operate under different
propellants. Not only does this open a path to use alternative gases instead of the traditional (and expensive)
xenon, when the MN is combined with the adequate
plasma source, but it is also a promising feature for
space missions that require refueling by reusing the
available resources at destination.
Fifth, MNs enable the design of thrusters with a large
thrust density, resulting in compact devices. This characteristic outperforms, in particular, the widespread
gridded ion thrusters, where plasma and thrust density
are limited by space charge effects between the grids.
Lastly, the principles behind the MN are inherently scalable in power, size, and mass flow, covering a wide
range of use cases, from hundreds of watts to megawatts.

Due to all these advantages, MNs are regarded as a
great candidate for mid-/high-power electric propulsion
(> 20 kW), a propulsive niche that is gaining interest for
both commercial telecommunication spacecraft (nextgeneration satellite platforms are designed with high
embarked power) and future human exploration missions.
MNs are being proposed as the acceleration stage of
several next-generation space plasma thrusters, such as the
helicon plasma thruster[3–5] (HPT), the electron cyclotron
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Abstract
The magnetic nozzle (MN) is an appealing plasma acceleration technology that enables the electrodeless,
contactless, and adaptable control of a plasma jet. Using a 2-D, two-fluid plasma model, the core physical
principles that enable the operation of a propulsive MN are reviewed, including the key mechanisms
involved in thrust generation, plasma acceleration, and plasma detachment. Simulations indicate the parametric regimes that maximize the propulsive performance of the device. Extensions of the model are used
to explore additional physical effects and their influence on the plasma expansion. While there are open
questions to address, MNs appear to be a promising candidate for high-efficiency, high-durability plasma
propulsion in future space missions.
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resonance thruster [6] (ECRT), the applied field magnetoplasmadynamic thruster[7–9] (AF-MPDT), and the
variable-specific impulse magnetorocket[10] (VASIMR).
The HPT and ECRT both consist of a cylindrical plasma
source that delivers RF power to the plasma, in order to
sustain the discharge and energize it. The source typically
ends at the throat of the MN, from where the plasma is
expanded into a high-velocity jet. The AF-MPDT creates
a DC discharge between two coaxial electrodes, and a
quasi-axial magnetic field forms the MN. Finally, the
VASIMR is very similar in conception to the HPT, but an
additional intermediate stage of ion cyclotron resonance
heating (ICRH) is included between the source and the
MN to further energize the plasma. An example of the
operation of the MN of a 1-kW HPT prototype running
on argon can be seen in Fig. 1.
MN expansions also find their use in other fields such as
advance material processing,[11,12] but the requirements
differ from the propulsive application.
Knowledge of MN physics has been achieved thanks to
a limited number of experiments, normally carried out during the characterization of one of the aforementioned
plasma thrusters, and theoretical models of plasma expansions in a magnetic field. As relevant examples, the experiments of Andersen et al.,[13] Kuriki et al.,[14] York et al.,[15]
and Inutake et al.[16] demonstrate the basic operation of the
MN, including the supersonic acceleration of the ion flow.
Simple fluid 1-D models were the first to be formulated,
followed by 2-D single-particle models and 2-D fluid models, such as those of Kosmahl,[17] Chubb,[18] Raadu,[19]
Gerwin et al.,[20] Sercel,[21] Hooper, [22] Mikellides
et al.,[23] and Ahedo and Merino.[24,25] As understanding
of the key physical phenomena advanced, the description of
the MN has been gradually refined, and several incorrect
assumptions have been identified and corrected.
In order for MNs to be usable for propulsive applications, the plasma jet must detach from the closed lines of
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applied magnetic field downstream to form a freeexpanding plasma plume. Since the inception of the MN,
the plasma detachment process has been a major concern,
as failure to detach the plasma would lead to an energetic
backflow that would impinge and damage the delicate surfaces of the spacecraft and to the cancellation of produced
thrust. Detachment has therefore received a lot of attention
from theoreticians and experimentalists alike: Experiments
by Cox et al.,[26] Deline et al.,[27] Terasaka et al.,[28] Squire
et al.,[29] Takahashi et al.,[30] and Olsen et al.[31] all show
that detachment begins to take place, to some extent, in the
near region of the expansion (i.e., up to a few plasma radii
away from the thruster exit). Notwithstanding this, a clear
explanation of this phenomenon has remained elusive for
decades. Moses et al.,[32] Hooper,[22] and Arefiev et al.[33]
proposed different separation mechanisms, based on different types of MHD cold plasma models. However, the conclusions of these studies were afterward shown to be
inapplicable to MN expansion of hot plasmas, the case of
interest for propulsion.[25,34] Merino and Ahedo have
explained plasma detachment as the gradual separation of
ion streamtubes from the magnetic field due to ion inertia,[35]
as supersonic ions demagnetize and the ambipolar electric
field is unable to keep them tied to magnetic streamtubes.
This entry is primarily articulated around the work of the
EP2 research group on MNs. It covers the fundamental
physics of the MN, with an emphasis on the explanation
of plasma acceleration, thrust generation, and detachment.
The propulsive figures of merit of the device are investigated, describing the parametric region where the MN is
expected to function more efficiently. The influence of several advanced physical mechanisms in the operation of the
device is then assessed, and the state-of-the-art of MN
modeling is discussed, offering suggestions for its advancement. An extensive reference list is included that encompasses most of the existing literature on MNs.
The rest of this entry is organized as follows. The section
“Fundamental Physics of MNs” establishes a two-fluid,
2-D model of the plasma expansion in a MN and uses it to
explore the fundamentals of ion acceleration, energy conversion, thrust generation, and plasma detachment. In the section “Propulsive Performance”, the performance of the MN
(thrust gain, plume efficiency, and plume divergence) is
discussed. The section “Advanced Physics of MNs” gradually extends the basic model to explore other aspects of
MN physics and their relevance in propulsive applications.
Lastly, conclusions and closing remarks on open areas of
research are gathered in the section “Conclusion.”

FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS OF MNs
Fig. 1 Magnetic nozzle of the helicon plasma thruster prototype HPT05 built by SENER Ingeniería y Sistemas and the
Equipo de Propulsion Espacial y Plasmas (EP2) research group
during a test campaign at ESTEC, ESA, the Netherlands in 2015.

In order to explore the physical principles behind the
operation of the MN, a basic model of the plasma flow
in an expanding magnetic field will be established first. The
archetypal plasma used in MN-based electric thrusters is

generated by a DC or RF discharge, providing electron densities ranging from 1016 m3 to about 1019 m3 and an electron
temperature up to several tens of electronvolts. The plasma
jet at the exit of the thruster has a radius that can go from less
than 1 cm to about 10 cm. Magnetic fields with strengths
from 200 G to 2 T are used, while the specifics of the generation and geometry of the field change substantially among
the different thruster types. The materials commonly proposed as propellants include xenon, hydrogen, argon, lithium,
mercury, or even iodine. Molecular gases such as CO2 and
others are also being considered. Notwithstanding this, due
to its heritage in electric propulsion and higher atomic mass,
Xe continues to be one of the preferred propellants.
With such a wide range of parameters, it is difficult to
describe the physics of all possible MN regimes in a simple
way. Nonetheless, some general traits of MN plasma flows
can be identified that are used to set up a general theoretical
framework for their study. The discussion here focuses on
the divergent part of the MN, i.e., the one that takes place
outside of the ionization chamber of the thruster:
First, plasma is in general sonically choked at the
magnetic throat (the section where magnetic lines have
minimal radius), and the expansion in the divergent MN
is supersonic for the ions. Density decreases fast in the
expansion and collisionality is low, except perhaps near the
throat. Second, most plasma sources envisaged for propulsion deposit most of the internal energy on the electrons.
A prominent exception is the VASIMR, in which the ICRH
stage delivers a large fraction of the applied power to the
ions directly. Third, under the magnetic strengths and ion
masses noted above, electrons can be considered well magnetized in a large region of the MN (i.e., the electron Larmor radius is far smaller than the macroscopic scale of the
problem), whereas ions are typically only magnetized near
the MN throat where the field is maximum, if at all.
These three basic observations form the core assumptions of the two-fluid, 2-D plasma model first introduced in
the study by Ahedo and Merino[24] and briefly described
in this section. This model has been successful in explaining the dominant plasma physics in the MN and has been
used as the basis for other models and works by other
groups, such as those by Little and Choueiri.[36] Afterward
in this section, the model is used to investigate the fundamental physics of the plasma expansion, thrust generation,
and plasma detachment in the MN.
Model of the Plasma Flow in a MN
Consider the divergent, axisymmetric MN created by a set
of coils, solenoids, and/or permanent magnets (Fig. 2). In
order to express the different vector quantities of the MN,
the cylindrical reference frame {1z,1r,1θ} will be used. The
origin of the reference frame is the center of the magnetic
throat. Additionally, the following reference frame associated with the magnetic field B is introduced: f1k ; 1? ; 1y g,
with 1k ¼ B=B and 1? ¼ 1y  1k .
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Fig. 2 Sketch of a plasma jet flowing into a magnetic nozzle
from a plasma source. The magnetic nozzle is created by a set of
solenoids or permanent magnets of average radius RL. The
plasma throat with radius R, the origin of coordinates, the plasma
edge r ¼ RV ðzÞ, and the unit vectors 1z ; 1r ; 1y ; 1k , and 1⊥ are
shown for reference.

The solenoidal magnetic field B can be expressed
through its stream function ψ as rc ¼ rB1? , i.e.,
qc=qz ¼ rBr ;

qc=qr ¼ rBz

ð1Þ

In general, B is given by the sum of the applied and the
plasma-induced magnetic fields, B = Ba + Bp; note that
stream functions can be defined for each of these fields,
ψa and ψp, in a similar manner to ψ. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the direction of the applied
magnetic field is such that Baz ð0; 0Þ > 0.
A steady-state, fully ionized plasma jet made of singly
charged ions of mass mi and electrons of mass me enters
the divergent MN at the throat with radius R, where
plasma properties and radial profiles are known. This
radius can be regarded as the macroscopic length of the
problem. To proceed with the derivation of a simplified
model that captures the main MN physics, the following
hypotheses about the plasma are made; where applicable,
a reference to the section that further discusses that
hypothesis is provided:
1. The plasma is quasineutral, that is, the Debye length in
the plasma λD is much smaller than R. Then, electron
and ion densities coincide everywhere: n  ne ¼ ni .
2. At any instant of time, the same amount of ions and
electrons flows out of the thruster and into the MN, to
ensure that the thruster does not charge up electrically
with time (global zero-current condition). Note that
this does not preclude the existence of electric current
locally within the plasma, and in fact, it can be j ≠ 0 as
long as its integral across any given section of the MN
is zero. In particular, the azimuthal electric current jθ is
central in the operation of the MN, as it will be seen in
the section “Energy Conversion and Thrust Generation.” Local meridional (longitudinal) currents are also
non-zero in general.
3. Electrons carry all the internal energy of the plasma,
while ions are supersonic and comparatively cold.
Therefore, ion temperature and pressure will be
neglected in the model (i.e., ion temperature
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Ti  Te , the electron temperature). Other possibilities
are explored in the section “Influence of the Type of
Internal Energy in the Plasma.”
The induced field Bp is negligible with respect to
Ba, so that B ’ Ba . Induced field effects will be investigated in the section “Plasma-Induced Magnetic
Field.” As shown there, the condition Bp  Ba is
equivalent to having a small plasma beta parameter,
b ¼ m0 nTe =B2a  1, with nTe the electron pressure and
μ0 the magnetic permeability of free space.
The plasma is considered collisionless, i.e., the shortest
collisional mean free path λc is much larger than R.
The deviation from this condition is investigated in the
section “Collisional Processes in the Expansion.”
Regarding the magnetization degree of each species,
electrons will be considered fully magnetized in the
whole MN, under the assumption that their Larmor
radius verifies le  R, or, what is p
theﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
same,
ﬃ that their
gyrofrequency Ωe satisfies Oe  Te =me =R, where
m e is the electron mass. Note that full electron
magnetization also requires the Hall parameter to
be wH ¼ Oe =ne ¼ lc =elle  1, with νe the total electron collision frequency. This condition, already satisfied by virtue of the previous hypothesis, ensures
that collisional processes do not disturb substantially
the electron gyromotion and that cross-field diffusion is negligible.
On the other hand, ions are allowed to have any
degree of magnetization, and they are commonly only
partially magnetized. Therefore, the distinguished
limit Oi <
 ui =R (with Ωi the ion gyrofrequency and
ui the ion velocity) is adopted in the model.
Electron inertia is neglected, which basically relies on
me  mi . A detailed discussion of electron inertia
effects can be found in the section “Influence of Electron Inertia.”

Since the interest of this discussion lies primarily in the
macroscopic, bulk behavior of the plasma expansion in the
MN, and not in the motion of individual particles or
the detailed distribution functions, each species will be
modeled as a fluid. Under the prior assumptions, the
steady-state, two-fluid plasma obeys the following continuity and momentum equations:
r ðnui Þ ¼ 0

ð2Þ

r ðnue Þ ¼ 0

ð3Þ

mi ðui rÞui ¼ erf þ eui  B

ð4Þ

0 ¼ r Pe þ enrf  enuye B1?

ð5Þ

with e the electron charge, f the electric potential, and Pe
the pressure tensor of electrons. Observe that the continuity
equation for each species allows defining a couple of
stream functions that satisfy:

qcj
¼ rnurj ;
qz

qcj
¼ rnuzj
qr

ð6Þ

with j = i, e for ions and electrons, respectively.
The motion of fully magnetized electrons (hypothesis 6)
faithfully follows the magnetic field, except for the
azimuthal drifts that may exist in the MN (e.g., the E × B
and diamagnetic drifts), and therefore, electron streamtubes
coincide with magnetic streamtubes. In other words, electron velocity can be written as follows:
ue ¼ uke 1k þ uye 1y

ð7Þ

u?e  0

ð8Þ

This allows the simplification of Eq. 3, which thanks to the
solenoidal nature of B can be written as:
nuke =B ¼ Ge ðcÞ

ð9Þ

where Ge ðcÞ is the electron-to-magnetic flux ratio, which
can be computed for each electron tube from the initial conditions at the throat. By virtue of quasineutrality and full
electron magnetization, the plasma is bounded by the outermost magnetic tube that departs from the plasma source exit
section, after which there is a clean transition into vacuum.
The radius of this magnetic tube therefore defines the radius
of the plasma jet edge, RV ðzÞ [with RV ð0Þ ¼ R].
It is worth noting that, within the assumptions listed
above, these fluid equations are exact and follow directly
from the integration of the moments of Vlasov’s equation
for each species. Nonetheless, as with every fluid model, a
closure for the highest moment of the distribution kept—in
the present case, Pe,—is required. While the correct closure
for Pe must come from a kinetic description of the electrons,
for simplicity a Maxwellian, isotropic species of temperature Te is assumed. Moreover, due to the ambipolar electric
field that develops, electrons are a nearly-confined species,
where only a small high-energy tail of the population actually flows downstream with the ions in order to fulfill the
zero-current condition. As such, in a first approach, the
high-mobility electrons are further considered to be isothermal, i.e., Te ¼ Te0 ¼ const, where subindex 0 denotes the
value at the origin. Other descriptions of the electron population are considered in the section “On the Thermodynamics of Electrons.”
Under this description of the electron species, electron
pressure is a scalar, i.e., pe ¼ nTe0 , and Eq. 5 simplifies to:
0 ¼ Te0 r lnðn=n0 Þ þ erf  euye B1?

ð10Þ

where n0 ¼ n(0,0) is the density at the center of the throat.
Observe that Eq. 5 (or Eq. 10) has only two useful scalar
components in the axisymmetric MN, as the component
along 1θ has been substituted by the condition u?e  0.
The model composed by Eqs. 2, 4, 9, and 10 (a total of
seven scalar equations) encloses the dominant physics of
the supersonic expansion of a plasma in the MN. Given the
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uye ð0; rÞ ¼ 

uri ð0; rÞ ¼ ure ð0; rÞ ¼ 0

Te0 q lnðn=n0 Þ
;
qr
eB

uyi ð0; rÞ ¼ 0

ð12Þ
ð13Þ

The conditions in Eq. 11 impose that there is no initial
radial electric field at the throat, consistent with the study
by Ahedo and Navarro.[37] and that the total electric current
leaving the thruster is zero. Eq. 12 states that the flow at the
throat is axial and that ions are sonically choked, i.e., their
velocity equals the plasma sonic velocity, cs. This last condition is equivalent to the (longitudinal) ion Mach number,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M ¼ u2zi þ u2ri =cs , being equal to 1. Moreover, this condition means that the ion mass flow through the MN is fixed
_ i ¼ pR2 
and equal to m
n the average plasma denncs , with 
sity at the throat.
Finally, the two expressions in Eq. 13 mean that electrons need to be in a θ-pinch equilibrium[38] to ensure the
radial balance of forces at the throat, with euye B  Te0 =R,
and that the plasma has no initial rotation, respectively.
Normalizing the equations with R, mi, e, Te0, and n0,
the model is seen to depend only on the following:
1. The geometry of the applied field, and more particularly, its divergence rate. In the simplest case that the
applied field is generated by a single loop of current of
radius RL (with RL > R) located at z = 0, the geometry
is defined just by the parameter RL/R.
2. The throat profile functions n(0,r) and uze(0,r).
3. The relative strength of the magnetic field, discussed
with the non-dimensional ion gyrofrequency parame^ i0 ¼ eB0 R=ðmi cs Þ.
ter, O
^ i0 is the most relevant for
Out of these three dependencies, O
the operating regime of the MN. In the following, whenever
dimensionless quantities are more appropriate for the
discussion, a hat will be used to denote them: e.g.,
^ ¼ ef=Te0 , ^
f
n ¼ n=n0 , etc.
Electron Fluid and Supersonic
Expansion of Ions
The interplay between the magnetized electrons and the
cold ions is of utmost importance for the operation of a
MN. Without need of solving the whole model, it is

possible to already advance some of the key properties of
the electron flow.
First, observe that uke is only involved in Eq. 9 and
that it is indeed decoupled from the rest of the problem.
One may, therefore, use this equation to obtain uke after
solving for the other six variables of the problem, once n
is known. Physically, this means that the longitudinal
electron current does not affect the ion expansion to first
order. Second, closer inspection of Eq. 10 reveals that
the electron density follows a Boltzmann relation along
each magnetic line. This becomes apparent after projecting Eq. 10 along 1k and integrating.
Te0 lnðn=n0 Þ  ef ¼ He ðcÞ

ð14Þ

This Bernoulli-like equation states that there is a univocal
relation between plasma density and plasma potential on
each electron/magnetic tube, given by the function He ðcÞ,
which can be computed for each electron tube from the
throat conditions. Observe that He =e is sometimes called
the “thermalized potential.”
Using this last expression, the projection of Eq. 10 along
1? yields the value of the electron azimuthal velocity:


1
qf
q lnðn=n0 Þ
1 qHe
r dHe
¼
uye ¼
 Te0
¼
e
eB q1?
q1?
eB q1?
e dc
ð15Þ
As it can be inferred from the first equality in Eq. 15, uye
results from the summation of the E  B drift and the diamagnetic drift. Nonetheless, this sum is given solely by the
initial conditions and can be known for each electron tube
before solving the ion expansion in the divergent MN. In
other words, at each point uye is the necessary one to make
the magnetic force term in Eq. 10 compensate the imbalance between the outward-pointing electron pressure and
the inward-pointing electric force on electrons, and this
imbalance in the MN is already dictated by the profile of
dHe =dc at the throat. One last observation about Eq. 15 is
that the azimuthal angular velocity, uye =r, is also a function
of c only; in other contexts, this behavior has been referred
to as the isorotation of the electron flow.[34,39]
The conservation of Ge , He , and uye =r along electron/
magnetic streamtubes constitutes a set of three firstintegrals of the electron equations of the model, which
therefore become fully algebraic.
The remaining four ion equations can also be worked
out to bear some additional insight. First, the projection
of the momentum equation Eq. 4 along ui leads to the
conservation of ion mechanical energy, Hi , along ion
streamlines,
1
mi u2i þ ef ¼ Hi ðci Þ
2

ð16Þ

Second, an additional first-integral may be obtained
from the projection of Eq. 4 along 1y , which yields the
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magnetic field B and a set of valid initial conditions, the
model can be solved for n, f, uke , uye , and ui. Assuming
that the density profile at the throat is n ¼ nð0; rÞ
(0 < r < R), one possible choice of initial conditions
which sensibly represents existing MN-based thrusters
such as the HPT is given by:
ðR
fð0; rÞ ¼ 0;
ðnuzi  nuze Þrdr ¼ 0
ð11Þ
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conservation of canonical angular momentum of ions, Di ,
on each ion streamline:
rmi uyi þ ec ¼ Di ðci Þ

ð17Þ

To sum up, the number of partial differential equations of
the model boils down to two. Since the ion flow is supersonic, these last two equations constitute a hyperbolic system that can be readily solved numerically using, e.g., the
method of characteristics.[40] This is indeed the choice
followed in the DIMAGNO code introduced in the study
by Ahedo and Merino.[24]
The 2-D plasma expansion is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a
representative MN flow and several ion magnetization
^ i0. These results
degrees, described by the parameter O
confirm that ion acceleration is taking place as density
(and the ambipolar electric potential) decreases. The
behavior of the ion Mach number agrees with the one
observed experimentally.[13,16]
The 2-D character of the expansion becomes more
marked as the flow advances, where the ion Mach number,
density, and potential at the axis (r ¼ 0) and at the plasma–
vacuum transition line [r ¼ RV ðzÞ] begin to differ. Rarefaction and acceleration at a given axial position z are
more pronounced at the plasma periphery. The effect is
clearly observed in Fig. 3d, where the density profile is
plotted for different values of z. Here, one can appreciate
the relative focalization of the density, which does not
expand in a self-similar way; quite on the contrary, it is
seen how the peripheral plasma becomes tenuous faster
than the plasma near the axis. As it will be seen in the

0.4
0.6
r/Rv(z)

0.8

1

Fig. 3 Evolution along the axis
(r ¼ 0) and the plasma edge
(r ¼ RV ) of the ion Mach number
M (a), the electric potential f (b), and
the plasma density n (c) in a MN
generated by a single coil of radius
RL ¼ 5:4R and a non-uniform initial
plasma profile based on the J0 Bessel
function. In (d) the radial density
profile at three different values of z
has been plotted, normalizing the
abscissa with RV ðzÞ. Solid lines cor^ i0 ¼ 0:1, and dash–dot
respond to O
^ i0 ¼ 100, a
lines correspond to O
range that amply covers foreseen
applications.
Source: Adapted from Ahedo &
Merino. [24] ©2010 AIP. Adapted
with permission.

section “Plasma Detachment from the Magnetic Field”,
this phenomenon is largely beneficial for plasma detachment and to keep a moderate plume divergence angle.
Indeed, this focalization is linked to the gradual
inward separation of the ion streamlines from the magnetic
field represented on Fig. 4. The fact that electrons are fully
magnetized in the MN, while ions are not, means that
the latter do not necessarily follow the same trajectories

Fig. 4 Ion and electron/magnetic streamtubes in the MN (orange
and blue, respectively) for a MN generated by a single coil of radius
RL ¼ 3:5R and a non-uniform initial plasma profile based on the J0
Bessel function (see Fig. 3). Each pair of ion and electron streamtubes coincides initially at the MN throat. Additional magnetic lines
outside of the plasma are shown in red. The background color map
shows the 2-D plasma density in the expansion.

as the former, and indeed initially coinciding ion and electron streamtubes separate progressively with respect to each
other. This gives rise to local electric currents in the meridional plane, jz and jr , even in a globally current-free, quasineutral plasma. Actually, the magnitude of these currents can
become comparable to the ion current itself downstream.[24]
^ i0 ,
In regard to the role of the ion magnetization degree O
^
the plasma responses for Oi0 ¼ 0:1 (case with nearly unmagnetized ions everywhere) and 100 (case with highly
magnetized ions at the throat) are shown in Fig. 3 as different
lines. Clearly, the effect of this parameter is nearly irrelevant
for M, n, and f in this range; the only noticeable effect of a
^ i0 in these graphs is a lower degree of radial relative
higher O
density focalization. Additional simulations confirm that
^ i0 ! 0 limit,
these results are nearly coincident with the O
where the magnetic force on ions is neglected. The reason
^ 2 ), while
lies in that the magnetic field decreases fast (as R
V
the accelerating ions are gaining velocity; thus, the ion magnetic force soon becomes irrelevant compared to the ion
inertial term in Eq. 4. Only at very large ion magnetization
strengths, far higher than those envisaged for practical applications, does the ion flow remain sufficiently magnetized
downstream and the magnetic force on ions is large enough
to observe noticeable differences in the focalization phenomenon and in ion separation.
As a side note, observe that 1-D models miss most of
these phenomena and are only adequate to provide averaged
values of the plasma acceleration and density.[24] They also
conceal the azimuthal velocities uye and uyi , which are a
central feature of the expansion, as discussed further below.
Energy Conversion and Thrust Generation
As already anticipated by Eq. 16, ion acceleration is afforded
by the drop in the ambipolar electric potential f. As electrons
are hot and have high mobility, they tend to rush ahead of ions,
while they follow the magnetic tubes. In doing so, a small
space charge and an ambipolar electric field form, which
confines most of the electrons upstream and accelerates the
ions downstream. In the present mathematical model, where
the quasineutrality approximation is imposed, this electric
field is set up by the electron force balance (Eq. 14).
Thanks to the ambipolar electric field, the internal
energy of electrons is transformed into directed kinetic
energy of ions. For the MN and plasma types being considered, this is the main ion acceleration mechanism. Since
f scales with Te0 (Eq. 14), having a high ion acceleration
requires a high value of Te0 .
This ambipolar conversion mechanism, however, is a
common feature of plasma expansions into vacuum, magnetized or not;[41] the main benefit of a MN is that most of
the perpendicular internal energy of electrons is not wasted
uselessly in accelerating the plasma in the radial direction,
as in the case of an unmagnetized plasma. Instead, the
radial expansion is confined by the magnetic force that
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results from the interaction between the applied magnetic
field and the electric currents in the plasma. Mirroring the
behavior of a solid de Laval nozzle with a neutral hot gas,
where the divergent walls help to transform the radial
energy and momentum of the gas into additional axial
energy and momentum to increase thrust, the magnetic
forces in the MN have a radial and an axial component and
gradually convert the electron perpendicular internal
energy and momentum into parallel energy and momentum. The guiding magnetic field therefore helps to obtain
a more directed expansion and to take advantage of the
perpendicular internal energy of electrons.
While ions are accelerated by the ambipolar electric
field, it remains to be discussed how thrust is transmitted
back to the MN. Thrust is defined as the forward force
felt by the thruster when it is in operation. Obviously, by
momentum conservation, this force must equal the amount
of axial plasma momentum leaving the system (thruster
plus MN) per unit of time. The thrust force is composed
of two contributions. The first one is the internal thrust F0 ,
associated with the acceleration of the plasma within the
thruster chamber as it reaches sonic conditions at the MN
throat. In most cases, this thrust is mainly mechanical due
to plasma pressure on wall chambers. The second contribution is related to the thrust gain in the divergent MN and
is referred to as magnetic thrust. This contribution is associated with the increase of total axial momentum in the
plasma as it expands supersonically in the MN and results
from the magnetic interaction between the magnetic circuit
of the thruster and the azimuthal electric currents that exist
in the plasma. Indeed, in the same way as the applied magnetic field creates a magnetic force on the plasma currents
that confines and pushes the plasma, the plasma currents
create an induced field that causes a reaction magnetic force
on the thruster coils and magnets, equal and opposite to the
former, of which its axial component is the magnetic thrust
(see Fig. 5a). Observe that, while the plasma-induced field
may not be strong enough to modify the MN field and the
plasma expansion (see the section “Plasma-Induced Magnetic Field”), the reaction force it creates on the large azimuthal currents of the magnetic generator is not negligible.
The axial magnetic force density on the plasma is shown
for a representative simulation in Fig. 6. Visibly, it is in the
near region of the expansion, where plasma density and
currents are large and the applied magnetic field starts to
diverge but is still strong enough, where the largest contribution to magnetic thrust is produced. After the maximum
contribution point, the radially integrated force decreases
slowly downstream. An experiment by Takahashi et al. has
managed to measure the two thrust contributions, internal
and magnetic, independently.[43]
From this discussion, it is apparent that azimuthal
plasma currents play a fundamental role in the plasma
expansion and thrust generation. An important feature
standing out from the model is that the electron and ion
azimuthal currents respond to very different mechanisms:
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Fig. 6 Magnetic thrust force density f z;m ¼ jy Br in a MN with
RL =R ¼ 3:5 and a non-uniform initial plasma profile based on the J0
Bessel function. The color scale has been normalized with the maximum force density. In the upper
Ð R ðzÞsubgraph, the radially integrated
magnetic thrust force Fz;m ¼ 0 V 2prf z;m dr is plotted against z.
Source: Adapted from Merino & Ahedo.[42] ©2011 IEEE.
Adapted with permission.

Fig. 5 Sketch of the electric current Iy on the magnetic circuit of the
plasma (blue circles) and the azimuthal electric currents jy in the
plasma (red circles). For Bz ð0; 0Þ > 0, the current in the MN loop
is positive along y. In the sketch (a), circuit and plasma currents
oppose each other, and therefore, a repulsive magnetic force appears
that generates positive thrust (diamagnetic plasma case). In the
sketch (b), circuit and plasma currents flow in the same direction,
and an attractive force appears that generates drag or negative thrust
(paramagnetic plasma case).
Source: Adapted from Ahedo & Merino.[25] ©2011 AIP. Adapted
with permission.

the diamagnetic and E  B drift origin of uye and its downstream behavior have already been commented on. In a hot
electron plasma, the electron Hall current, jye ¼ enuye , is
the dominant azimuthal current contribution, and assuming
without loss of generality that Bz ð0; 0Þ > 0, jye has a
negative sign (Eq. 15).
The ion azimuthal current, on the other hand, responds
to the conservation of the canonical angular momentum.
Even if ions are introduced without initial rotation into
the MN, they may develop a (small) azimuthal ion swirl

current, jyi ¼ enuyi . The sign and magnitude of uyi and
jyi become apparent from the study of Eq. 17. Recalling
that ions separate inward from the magnetic field lines,
i.e. toward lower values of ψ, a positive jyi develops
downstream when Bz ð0; 0Þ > 0; the magnitude of uyi is
governed by the extent of the separation and the intensity
of the magnetic field.
It is the competition of these two azimuthal currents of
different sign that eventually defines the magnetic thrust. In
a simplified way, the azimuthal plasma currents in the
plasma can be regarded as distributed current loops of a
given radius and intensity, interacting magnetically with the
current loop that generates the MN, as sketched in Fig. 5.
As it is well known, the magnetic force between two current loops is repulsive when the two currents have opposite
signs (diamagnetic currents) and attractive when their signs
are the same (paramagnetic currents). Clearly, it is the first
situation that provides a positive magnetic thrust force.
With the aforementioned sign of jye and jyi in the MN, the
diamagnetic electron current creates positive thrust,
whereas the paramagnetic ion current is responsible for a
drag contribution or negative thrust.
A quick calculation allows to define a set of sufficient conditions to have a positive axial magnetic force
density on the plasma, i.e., a net diamagnetic current
ðjye þ jyi ÞBr < 0, or, what is the same, ðuye  uyi Þ > 0.
Again, it is assumed that Bz ð0; 0Þ > 0, and the focus is
on initially rotation-free plasmas. On the one hand, from
Eq. 13 uye > 0 for negative dHe =dc, and it grows downstream with r along each magnetic tube. On the other
hand, from Eq. 17, it is easy to find an upper bound for
uyi : for any given ion streamline, the largest ion azimuthal velocity would occur in the case of perfect separation from the magnetic lines, i.e., if the radius of the
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streamline remained constant and equal to the initial
one, ri ¼ ri0 , far downstream, as c ! 0. One can therefore write uyi Di ðci Þ=ðri0 mi Þ at each ion tube. Since
uyi ¼ 0 initially in a rotation-free plasma, Di ðci Þ ¼
ecð0; ri0 Þ. Lastly, from the definition of ψ, Eq. 1,
uyi <

eBð0; ri0 Þri0 eBð0; RÞR
<
2mi
2mi

ð18Þ

Taking orders of magnitude, the condition in Eq. 19 reads
^ 2 <1. This expression provides the valuable indisimply as O
i0 
cation that magnetic thrust density will be positive for low ion
magnetization degrees but may become negative at high
values of the magnetic field or low electron temperatures.
Note, however, that this estimation is extremely conservative due to the exigent bound that was chosen for uyi.
^ i0 ¼ 200 there is still
Actually, simulations show that for O
not enough drag to cancel the produced thrust; moreover,
^ i0 ! 1, a positive thrust gain occurs
even in the limit of O
initially in the near region of the MN: only farther downstream, about the region where magnetic lines have
acquired a large radial divergence and start to turn back,
paramagnetic ion drag becomes important and may cancel
out the magnetic thrust generated by the near region. This
drag can be understood as a strong attractive magnetic force
^ i0 is large, which forces them to follow the
on ions when O
magnetic tubes and therefore makes them change axial
momentum to radial momentum near the turning point.

Plasma Detachment from the Magnetic Field
The incipient ion separation observed in the near region
(the section “Electron Fluid and Supersonic Expansion of
Ions”) continues to develop in the far region of the MN
after the turning point of the last magnetic line (corresponding to RV ) and provides the natural answer to the plasma
detachment issue.[35] Fig. 7a displays the ion streamtubes
of a simulation extending well into the far region, showing
that eventually their curvature tends to zero asymptotically
and that separation grows unboundedly; only a tiny fraction
of the plasma does actually turn around to accompany the
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Therefore, one may write the positive thrust density condition as follows:

qHe 
e2 B2 ð0; RÞR

>
ð19Þ
2mi
qr throat

^ i0 plasmas becomes even more
The drag effect in high-O
dramatic if ions are injected into the MN well above their
sonic velocity, with M0  1. In this case, one speaks of an
initially hypersonic plasma, or equivalently, a cold plasma,
since Te is negligible compared to mi u2i . The ambipolar
electric field, which scales with Te , is weaker with respect
to ion inertia, and therefore, axial acceleration becomes less
important. Same do the diamagnetic electron current and
the thrust force density, which also scale with Te . For the
same reason, the ion paramagnetic force begins to dominate
the expansion of the ion flow. As a result, the relative
importance of ion drag grows.
In fact, in the Te0 ! 0 limit (or for initial ion Mach
number M0 ! 1), the MN only provides drag, and therefore, it is no longer useful for propulsion. This is consistent
with the ambipolar energy conversion mechanism
described above, which indicates that internal energy is
required to sustain the ion acceleration and provide positive
thrust. Hence, a cold plasma model cannot reproduce the
generation of thrust in a MN.

^ i0 ¼ 1 and (b) 200, for a MN with RL =R ¼ 3:5 and a nonFig. 7 Far-region inward detachment of ions for two magnetic strengths: (a) O
uniform initial plasma profile based on the J0 Bessel function. The ion streamtubes containing 50%, 95%, and 100% of the plasma mass
flow are shown as thick yellow lines. The initially corresponding magnetic streamtubes are shown in solid thin red lines. The 2-D map
shows the integrated mass flow (0% on the axis, 100% on the beam edge). Dashed red lines are B=B0 ¼ const lines. The red dot marks the
MN “turning point.”
Source: Adapted from Merino & Ahedo.[35] ©2014 IOP. Adapted with permission.
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magnetized electrons and keep the quasineutrality of the
model. The bulk of the ions effectively detach from the
magnetic field, forming a freely expanding plasma plume.
This behavior agrees well with the observed ion current
separation in several MN experiments,[26–31] supporting ion
separation due to demagnetization as the main detachment
mechanism in the MN.
The cause of this ion separation can be easily understood
from a simple order of magnitude calculation with the ion
forces. Let us first define the directions 1ki ¼ ui =ui and
1?i ¼ 1y  1ki associated with the ion flow. The relevant
equation to understand ion deflection in the meridional
plane is the projection of Eq. 4 along 1?i , i.e.,
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mi ki u2i ¼ e

u2
qf
þ euyi Bð1? 1?i Þ þ mi yi ð1r 1?i Þ
q1?i
r
ð20Þ

where ki is the meridional curvature of ion streamtubes.
Eq. 20 provides an estimate of ion streamtube curvature
in the bulk of the MN. Neglecting the small centrifugal term,
and recalling that the electric field scales as  Te0 =ðeRÞ and
magnetic field as  B0 R2
V , we may write:
ki R 

^ 2 ðB=B0 Þ
1
O
i0
þ
M2
M2

ð21Þ

where the order of magnitude of uyi has been calculated
with the same conservative bound as in Eq. 18.
^ i0 is the relevant
From this analysis, it is apparent that O
quantity to assess plasma detachment and the location where
^ i0 , ion magnetic force is
it takes place. At low values of O
negligible already from the beginning of the expansion and
ki R  1=M2 in the bulk of the plasma. Therefore, as ions
accelerate and M increases, their trajectories straight out and
become nearly conic. A higher magnetization of ions, as
could be expected, leads to a delayed ion separation and a
higher divergence angle of the detached ion lines. Notwithstanding this, the second term in the right-hand side of
expression 21 decreases fast with increasing M and decreasing B=B0 , the ratio of the local magnetic field to its value at
the throat. In summary, as ions are accelerated and gain
inertia, electric and magnetic forces eventually become
insufficient to continue to deflect them radially to meet the
magnetic lines, and as a consequence, ki ! 0 when the ratio
of these forces to ion inertia goes to zero.[35]
In fact, in order to postpone ion detachment until, e.g.,
the turning point of the nozzle, a very high ion magnetization degree is required: for the simulations shown in
Fig. 7, B has already dropped three orders of magnitude
at the MN turning point, and M ’ 5 around that location;
^ i0 > 2 102 is needed to maintain ion magnetherefore, O

tization high enough for ions to remain attached at that
position and much more to keep it farther downstream. This
is in agreement with Fig. 7b, where ion separation is visibly
smaller at the turning point section. For Te0 ¼ 10 eV and

R ¼ 5 cm, this translates into a magnetic intensity of at
least  1:5 T for hydrogen and  15 T for Xe at the throat,
far above the values considered practical for most thrusters.
Hence, ion separation will take place efficiently, ensuring the adequate detachment of the plasma mass and
momentum from the MN and the formation of a free plasma
plume. Moreover, there is a wide range of magnetic field
strengths on which the MN can operate without detachment
being substantially affected.
Recall that this solution is obtained under the conditions of zero electric net current, fully magnetized electrons, and quasineutrality everywhere. Naturally, and as
already pointed out in the section “Electron Fluid and
Supersonic Expansion of Ions,” this does not preclude
the formation of local meridional currents, which in fact
are the natural consequence of ions separating from the
electron/magnetic streamtubes. Observe that the charge
conservation equation r j ¼ 0 (the combination Eqs. 2
and 3) does not imply the local current ambipolarity
condition in the meridional plane, i.e., one should not
force uzi  uze and uri  ure . Imposing local current
ambipolarity everywhere in the 2-D model renders it
mathematically incompatible.[34] Only in the full magnetization limit Oi0 ¼ 1, local current ambipolarity can be
kept, but this model conceals completely plasma detachment and is unsuitable for studying the far-region expansion of the plume.[44]
Closure of the longitudinal electric currents must take
place both downstream and upstream of the MN region
considered here. Upstream, plasma resistivity within the
plasma source should be effective for it. Downstream, electron demagnetization together with extended, weak resistivity should do the work.

PROPULSIVE PERFORMANCE
After examining the essential plasma physics in the MN,
the mechanisms of ion acceleration and thrust generation, and the downstream detachment of the jet, it is
time to explore the propulsive performance of these
devices. This section discusses two figures of merit of
the MN: its thrust gain and the divergence angle of the
resulting plasma jet.
Thrust Gain and Plume Efficiency Functions
Since the total thrust is the sum of the internal and magnetic
thrust contributions, it is convenient to define a quantity
that only depends on the performance of the MN itself, as
independent as possible from the plasma source used. Such
a quantity is the thrust ratio produced by the nozzle in the
region between the throat and a normal section at z, or the
thrust gain function:
FðzÞ=Fð0Þ
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where F(z) can be computed using the conservation of
momentum as the ion and electron momentum flux through
the z = const section,
FðzÞ ¼ 2p

20

ð22Þ

Note that the ratio FðzÞ=Fð0Þ is akin (but not exactly the
same) to a quantity commonly used in “de Laval” nozzle
literature, known as the thrust coefficient,[45] i.e., the thrust
of the nozzle divided by the throat area and the total pressure of the flow.
The ratio FðzÞ=Fð0Þ is depicted in Fig. 8a for several
^ i0 ), MN
types of simulations, ranging in MN strength (O
aperture (through the parameter RL =R in the case of a single current loop), and initial density profiles. The relative
thrust gain is in all cases around 1:7–2. The main features of
this thrust gain are as follows: First, most of the thrust gain
is produced in the very near region of the MN, where the
magnetic field is large, and plasma density and currents are
large. This is in agreement with Fig. 6, where the maximum
thrust force density is seen to occur at the beginning of the
divergent MN. That is also the region where the ion Mach
number increases rapidly from near sonic to hypersonic: the
ratio of electron thermal energy to ion kinetic energy is still
large in this part of the MN, so ion acceleration occurs fast.
The thrust gain increment becomes smaller further
downstream.
Second, thrust gain at a given area expansion ratio [i.e.,
2
^
RV , with the jet radius RV ðzÞ given in the horizontal axis of
Fig. 8a] decreases slightly with increasing ion magnetization
^ i0 . This is in line with the previous comments on
degree, O
^ i0 is
the enhanced radial expansion and ion drag when O
large. The effect, however, is minimal within the foreseen
^ i0 < 100). The
^ i0 for propulsive applications (O
range of O
MN divergence rate has a larger influence on thrust: fast^ L ) imprint a larger radial component
diverging MNs (low R
to the plasma jet at early stages of the expansion, i.e., where
most ion acceleration and thrust generation are taking place.
This imposes a penalty on the axial component of ion acceleration, which therefore results in a lower thrust gain.

Fig. 8 Variation along the nozzle of
(a) thrust gain FðzÞ=F0 and (b) plume
efficiency Zplume ðzÞ, for several simulations with RL =R ¼ 3:5 (shorter lines
terminated with a circle) and RL =R ¼
5:4 (longer lines) and a non-uniform
initial plasma profile based on the J0
Bessel function. Both variables have
been plotted against RV ðzÞ. Solid lines
^ i0 ¼ 0:1, dash–dot lines
represent O
^
represent Oi0 ¼ 100.
Source: Adapted from Ahedo &
Merino.[24] ©2010 AIP. Adapted with
permission.

A clearer understanding of the influence of radial accel^ i0 can be obtained by introducing
eration and the effect of O
the plume efficiency function, which is defined as the ratio
of axial ion kinetic power to total ion kinetic power at z:[24]
Ð RV ðzÞ
rnu3zi dr
Zplume ðzÞ ¼ Ð R0 ðzÞ
ð23Þ
V
rnu2i uzi dr
0
This quantity is displayed for the same cases as before on
^ i0
Fig. 8b as a function of RV ðzÞ. It is apparent that a lower O
^ L ) improve
and a smaller aperture of the MN (higher R
Zplume , and therefore, the design goal for the MN is to have
^ i0 low, while
long, slowly diverging magnetic fields with O
still ensuring correct operation (i.e., electrons well
magnetized).
Lastly, FðzÞ=F0 continues to grow logarithmically with z
and does not seem to approach an asymptotic value. The
ambipolar electric potential behaves in the same way, and
this is a setback common to isothermal plasma plume
models.[41,] As it will be seen in the section “On the Thermodynamics of Electrons,” introducing some degree of
electron cooling in the plasma beam leads to a finite electric
potential drop and thrust gain.
A brief note on the specific impulse of the MN,
_ is also due. Isp follows the same behavior as
Isp ¼ F=m,
F=F0 ; in fact, defining Isp;0 as the specific impulse at throat,
it is clear that:
Isp ðzÞ=Isp;0 ¼ FðzÞ=F0

ð24Þ

so its evolution along the nozzle is identical. As the bottom
line of this discussion, observe that both F0 and Isp;0
increase with the sonic velocity cs, which in turn is proporpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tional to Te0 . This illustrates how deeply the propulsive
performance of the MN relies on having a high Te :
Isp;0 / cs ;

F0 / R2 n0 c2s

ð25Þ

It can be stated that the MN is an electromagnetic device
from the viewpoint of the forces that create thrust and is an
electrothermal device from the viewpoint of the conversion
of energy.
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While thrust production is the primary figure of merit of any
propulsion system, there are other important aspects to consider when evaluating a particular device. The divergence
angle of the plasma jet plays a major role in the integration
of the thruster on the spacecraft, where a small angle is desirable to minimize the plasma interaction with the sensitive
surfaces and equipment neighboring the thruster. A classic
example of a detrimental plume interaction is with the solar
arrays: the energetic plasma can erode, or deposit extraneous
materials over the solar cell cover glass, reducing its efficiency and increasing the risk of electric discharges occurring
between the different elements, potentially damaging
them.[47] A lower plume divergence is also interesting from
the propulsive viewpoint, as this is intimately linked with a
high plume efficiency. In the same spirit, it is clear that maintaining a low divergence angle is linked to proper detachment.
It is conventional to use the local divergence half-angle of the
plasma tube containing 95% of the ion current, adiv , to
describe the divergence of the plasma jet. An alternative figure is the global divergence half-angle, computed as the halfangle of the smallest cone that envelopes the 95% of the
plume.
The MN can in fact be regarded as a device that provides
a means to control plume divergence, reducing it with
respect to the unmagnetized expansion of a sonic plasma
to vacuum. While all electric thrusters have some amount
of backflowing plasma, the existence of a guiding magnetic
field in the case of a MN could potentially reduce it.[48] The
divergence follows the same trends as Zplume : longer MNs
and lower ion magnetization degrees produce lower divergence angles.
Fig. 9 illustrates adiv as a function of the radius of the 95%
tube. For this particular example, not optimized for low diver^ i0 ¼ 1 (the global
gence, adiv goes from about 60–70° for O
divergence angle is 53° in this case) to up to more than 90° for
fully magnetized ions (dashed line), when ion detachment
does not occur at all and ion streamtubes coincide with magnetic stream tubes. However, it is clear that even very high ion
^ i0 ¼ 200) are still very far apart from
magnetization values (O
the full ion magnetization limit curve. This agrees with the
only mild differences observed in Fig. 7 between the two
magnetization values. Comparing both figures, it is evident
that as soon as ion detachment starts to grow significantly, the
adiv line separates from the fully magnetized limit line. This
suggests adiv or the global divergence angle (a value easily
measurable in experiments[26,29,31]) can be used as a good
indicator for plasma detachment.
Lastly, these results show that the MN can operate at
very high magnetic strengths, far larger than the ones envisioned for practical applications, before substantially
affecting the propulsive performance of the device.
Interestingly, as with F=F0 , adiv does not exhibit a clean
asymptotic behavior downstream. This is related to the fact
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Fig. 9 Evolution of the local divergence angle adiv in a nonoptimized MN, as a function of the 95% mass flow tube radius, for
the same simulations as in Fig. 7. The global, half-cone divergence angle computed from the data in the simulated region is 53°
^ i0 ¼ 1 and O
^ i0 ¼ 200 cases, respectively. The
and 60° for the O
dashed line corresponds to the total ion magnetization limit,
^ i0 ! 1 (see Merino & Ahedo[44]).
O
Source: Adapted from Merino & Ahedo.[35] ©2014 IOP. Adapted
with permission.

that the radial electric field that pushes ions outward decays
logarithmically in the MN in an isothermal plasma. As
discussed in the section “On the Thermodynamics of Electrons,” when electron cooling takes place in the plume, the
electric field decreases faster, and therefore, the ion streamtubes approach a straight conic shape downstream.
ADVANCED PHYSICS OF MNs
The essential MN model described in the section “Model of
the Plasma Flow in a MN” has served to illustrate the main
aspects of the plasma expansion, thrust generation, and
detachment. However, the model makes several simplifying assumptions that allow to neglect some physical phenomena in the MN. While most of these effects should have
only a small effect in a well-designed MN, it is necessary to
understand and assess their influence. Here, the basic
model is gradually enriched by dropping one of its core
assumptions at a time, exploring the significance of the
associated phenomenon on the operation of the device.
On the Thermodynamics of Electrons
Up to this point, it has been assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that electrons are isothermal, under the hypothesis
that the larger part of the population is confined by the
ambipolar electric field, and only a small hot tail of the
electron energy distribution function (EEDF) escapes
downstream to maintain the globally zero-current condition. Actually, isothermal electrons are a justifiable assumption solely in the near region of the MN, where most of the
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population is effectively confined by the electric field. Far
downstream, the fraction of escaping electrons begins to
dominate the EEDF, and the isothermal assumption cannot
be justified any longer.
Indeed, isothermality is not fully consistent with an infinite expansion to vacuum. Obviously, as it can be inferred
from Eq. 10, f ! 1 on each electron streamtube when
n ! 0, which, albeit logarithmically slow, leads to an
unphysical infinite potential drop and an infinite ion acceleration. This was the reason behind the unbounded growth
of F=F0 and adiv in the section “Thrust Gain and Plume
Efficiency Functions.”
As with any expanding species, electrons spend internal energy as they expand. To sustain the isothermal
electron condition in the plasma domain, an electron
kinetic heat flux q must flow from the plasma source,
to replenish the electron thermal energy and keep it
constant. Consequently, the total power that streams out
of the plasma source is the sum of the initial ion kinetic
power, the electron thermal power, and the electron heat
flux; evaluating it at the throat:
P0 ¼ 2p

ðR
0


1
5
mi nu2i uzi þ nTe uze þ qz rdr
2
2

The consequences of electron cooling are threefold.
First, when ge 6¼ 1, in contrast with the isothermal limit
there is an asymptote to the potential drop along the MN
and therefore one for ion velocity too, with a clear dependence on ge :
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ge
ge þ 1
ef ! 
Te0 ; ui !
ð29Þ
cs0
ge  1
ge  1
Second, as depicted in Fig. 10a, the decrease of Te in the
polytropic electron expansion translates into a higher ion
Mach number, i.e., the plasma pressure obviously goes to
zero faster. The main reason behind this is that in the polytropic model, the ion sonic velocity decreases with temperpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ature, cs ¼ ge Te =mi , while in the isothermal model it was
constant. Since rf  Te =ðeRÞ, the lower ambipolar electric field in the colder plasma means in turn that ion deflection is reduced and therefore ion separation is enhanced,
leading to earlier plasma detachment, a lower plume

ð26Þ

Clearly, to maintain Te ¼ Te0 down to infinity would
require an infinite supply of power at the plasma source
in the form of an infinite electron heat flux.[49] This unphysical result, common to all isothermal plume models, indicates that there must exist some form of collisionless
electron cooling that gradually decreases Te .
In order to illustrate the influence of electron cooling on
the expansion in a simple manner, the model of the section
“Model of the Plasma Flow in a MN” is first extended
to treat electrons phenomenologically as a polytropic
species,[49] with:
Te
¼
Te0

 ge 1
n
n0

ð27Þ

where ge is an effective electron cooling rate. Observe that
ge ¼ 1 recovers the isothermal limit, whereas ge ¼ 5=3
would be the value for adiabatic electrons (i.e., no kinetic
heat flux, q ¼ 0). Values between ge ¼ 1:1 and 1:3 are
expected from several experimental observations[16,27,50]
and kinetic simulations.[51–53] Nonetheless, there seems to
be a case-by-case dependence of this parameter, as yet other
experiments have reported higher ge, approaching a nearadiabatic behavior.[54]
When this equation of state is employed, the electron
equation can be written as follows:
0 ¼ rhe þ erf  euye B1?
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ð28Þ

e
Te is the barotropy function for ge 6¼ 1,
where he ¼ g g1
e
and as before, he  ef ¼ He ðcÞ.

Fig. 10 Ion Mach number (thick lines) and ion velocity (thin lines)
at the plasma edge (r ¼ RV ) and the axis (r ¼ 0) for g ¼ 1:3 (a). M is
comparatively much higher than in the isothermal case. The asymptotic ion velocity ui1 is shown
as a dashed line. Ion velocities are
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
non-dimensionalized with Te0 =mi . Plume efficiency for various
values of g, computed with the 95% ion plasma tube and plotted
against the radius of this tube (b). Both figures use an initially uniform plasma density profile and a MN with RL =R ¼ 3:5.
Source: Adapted from Merino & Ahedo. [49] ©2015 IEEE.
Adapted with permission.
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divergence, and a higher plume efficiency than in the isothermal case (Fig. 10b).
Third, while the ion Mach number increases faster in the
polytropic plasma, the ion velocity gained at a given section
of the MN is lower than in the isothermal case. This naturally means a lower (and actually upper-bounded) thrust
gain F=F0 in the MN, as defined in Eq. 22.
This lower F=F0 may lead to the wrong impression that a
more isothermal electron behavior is desirable for the
higher thrust gain in the MN. Note, however, that the electron kinetic heat flux qe , which accounts for the largest part
of the plasma power when ge ’ 1, is not contemplated at all
in F=F0 . To compare the isothermal and polytropic nozzles
fairly, a constant total power P at the throat should be used,
or, alternatively, referred instead to the thrust efficiency of
the device, ZF ¼ FIsp =ð2PÞ.
Quantifying the detailed electron heat flux that leaves
the plasma source is a complex task that cannot be afforded
with the available model; in particular, this requires coupling
it with an appropriate plasma source model. This prevents
carrying out this analysis in terms of ZF or F=F0 at constant
power. Moreover, kinetic electron models are required to
obtain the actual evolution of Te and qe . Notwithstanding
this, under some simplifying assumptions, simple estimates
of the global electron heat flux at the MN throat can be
made.[49] The general trend found from those estimations
are as follows: the higher the ge , the lower the kinetic
electron heat flux at the throat, and the faster power conversion occurs (see Fig 10a, where ui readily approaches its
asymptote early in the expansion). This hints at a higher
degree of power conversion into kinetic ion energy at a
sooner stage. Ensuring early conversion is important, as the
MN becomes weaker downstream and other effects may
come into play that could hinder further energy conversion.
This, together with the higher plume efficiency (Fig. 10b)
and associated lower divergence, suggests that the efficiency ZF should improve with electron cooling.
Finally, observe that, for the reasons stated above, the
isothermal limit yields a conservative estimate of the
plasma detachment and plume efficiency, making it a
valuable tool for preliminary MN characterization and
performance estimation (even if it leads to an unphysical
infinite). The polytropic model can be used as a first
approximation to study the effects of cooling, when an
effective ge is available from other sources of information
(experiments or models).
A second important problem regarding the correct
modeling of the EEDF is the assumption of isotropy. A
magnetized, collisionless population may not, in principle, remain isotropic in the MN, even if the plasma source
conditions are collisional enough to provide an initially
isotropic electron population at the throat. An anisotropic
species exhibits magnetic mirror terms in its momentum
equation, which do not appear explicitly in the isotropic
case.[55]
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In order to understand the development of electron
anisotropy, a full kinetic treatment of the EEDF is required.
Martínez et al.[56] have addressed this problem with a fully
magnetized 1-D 2V (it means two-velocity, not two-variable) model, showing that an initially isotropic expanding
population has a first region of near-isothermal behavior,
followed by a second region where cooling can be approximated by fitting a polytropic law (obtaining values of ge in
the range discussed in this section). Finally, farther downstream, in a third region where the electrostatically confined fraction of the population becomes negligible, the
electron species begins to develop anisotropy, with the perpendicular temperature T?e going to zero, while the parallel
temperature Tke tends to a small asymptotic value. This is a
result of the magnetic mirror effect acting on each individual electron that leaves the MN, gradually converting its
perpendicular energy into parallel energy. The study of
the EEDF by Martínez et al.[56] reveals the complexity of
the electron expansion, where electric potential barriers
and the magnetic mirror effect combine to confine electrons
depending on their energy and their magnetic moment,
forming inaccessible regions of the phase space of the
electron distribution function. The relevant parameter for
cooling, anisotropy development, and barrier forming is
seen to be the ion-to-electron mass ratio, mi =me . Electrostatic barriers and anisotropization have also been studied
by Arefiev and Breizman[57,58] in the transient formation of
the plasma jet.
The last point of discussion in this section concerns
the assumption of electron Maxwellianicity in the
expansion. Again, if collisionality inside the plasma
source is sufficient to thermalize the electrons, they will
leave the thruster with a Maxwellian EEDF at the throat.
However, this could not be the case with some plasma
thrusters, as at least some experiments with helicon
plasma sources hint at the formation of a high-energy
tail of electrons in coexistence with a colder, bulk population under certain operation modes.[59–61] Other nonMaxwellian EEDFs could conceivably arise in other
devices. A strong non-Maxwellianicity can change
substantially the profile of the electric field in the MN
and give rise to electrostatic structures like double
layers,[62,63] potentially explaining some of the observed
structures in certain experiments.[64–66] To the extent
that a hot-electron-tail EEDF can be modelled as a
superposition of a warm and a hotter Maxwellian populations, it is possible to explore the range of parameters
in which these features appear, the shape and strength of
the double layer, and its effect on magnetic thrust and
plume efficiency using a similar model to the one
described here.[62,63] Significantly, double layers do not
increase thrust or the efficiency of the device, which
depend primarily on the total potential drop in the MN
and the directionality of the ion acceleration. Double
layers seem however to increase the radial acceleration
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to ions due to their inherent 2-D curvature,[63] a detrimental effect on Zplume and adiv .
Influence of the Type of Internal Energy
in the Plasma
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For most of the MN-based thrusters, it is a good assumption
to consider Te  Ti. Notwithstanding this, there are cases
where ion internal energy plays an important role and cannot be neglected. A prominent example is the VASIMR
thruster, where an additional ion cyclotron resonance
heater, located downstream of the ionization helicon
source, deposits energy directly onto the ions. The fraction
of the thruster power dedicated to this heater can be large,
leading to Ti =Te up to  10.
Introducing ion temperature in the model is simple,
needing only a minor modification to the ion momentum
equation (Eq. 4):
mi ðui rÞui ¼ rhi  erf þ eui  B

ð30Þ

where hi ¼ gi Ti =ðgi  1Þ for polytropic ions (Ti ¼ Ti0
ðn=n0 Þgi 1 ), and hi ¼ Ti0 lnðn=n0 Þ for isothermal ions.
Moreover, the model with ion internal energy can easily
be reduced to the cold ion model that has been used so far,
by introducing an equivalent electric potential,
~ ¼ f þ hi =e and the plasma barotropy function
f
h ¼ he þ hi , so that hi no longer appears explicitly in the
equations.[49] The appropriate sonic velocity is now given
by mi c2s ¼ gi Ti þge Te.
The initial plasma conditions at the throat must still
satisfy the equilibrium of forces in the radial direction.
There are two basic possibilities for the plasma to achieve
this: In the first case, the new ion pressure contribution is
compensated by a diamagnetic ion drift, very much like the
electron diamagnetic drift confines the electron pressure. In
this case, the electric potential and the electron equilibrium
remain basically unaltered at the throat. In the second case,
ion pressure is confined electrostatically. The new non-zero
electric field at the throat now demands a higher electron

azimuthal velocity uye ; in effect, electron currents are
then in charge of confining both the electron and ion pressure. At any rate, an intermediate case between the two
extremes will occur, and the total azimuthal current
must balance the total plasma pressure (ion plus electron)
at the throat, jy ¼ jyi þ jye  nðTi þTe Þ=B.
Both ion and electron internal energies can be used to
power the expansion and the generation of thrust. In the
case of electron energy, this is transferred to ions thanks to
the ambipolar electric field as described already. The magnetic mirror effect helps to transform the perpendicular
electron energy into parallel electron energy, so it is not
lost into pointlessly accelerating the plasma radially. In the
case of ion energy, the ambipolar electric field is not
involved in the acceleration: the perpendicular ion energy
is transformed into parallel energy by the magnetic mirror
effect on ions, when ions are magnetized, or by electrostatic
reflections on the beam edge otherwise. The latter mechanism resembles the classical gasdynamic acceleration in a
de Laval nozzle with solid walls, where particles bounce off
them.
Nevertheless, magnetic thrust must still be generated by
the interaction of the applied magnetic field with the total
azimuthal current in the plasma, jy ¼ jyi þjye . It is the total
current, and therefore the total plasma pressure that defines
the thrust gain in the MN. In the case that the ion azimuthal
velocity was uyi < 0 initially to confine the ion pressure,
the ion current would be diamagnetic (at least initially) and
would provide a positive thrust contribution, contrary to the
uyi ð0; rÞ ¼ 0 case, where uyi 0 is always paramagnetic.
To illustrate the effects of ion internal energy in a simple
case, Fig. 11 displays three simulations with various values
of the ratio Ti0 =Te0 , assuming both species are isothermal
and that the initial radial confinement is afforded by the
electrons only (i.e., uyi ¼ 0 and f ¼ 0 at the throat).
In agreement with the discussion so far, erf / Te0 =R,
and the first observed effect in Fig. 11 is that the intensity of
the ambipolar electric field normalized with the total temperature T0 ¼ Ti0 þTe0 is lower the higher the Ti0 =Te0 is,
revealing a higher role of ion gasdynamic acceleration.

Fig. 11 Electric potential f for three values of Ti0 =Te0 . The simulations use an initially non-uniform plasma jet and the RL =R ¼ 3:5 MN.
To facilitate fair comparison, the electric potential has been normalized with the total temperature T0 ¼ Ti0 þTe0 . Solid lines represent
isopotential surfaces in the plasma, spaced in increments of ef=T0 ¼ 1.
Source: Adapted from Merino & Ahedo.[49] ©2015 IEEE. Adapted with permission.
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Second, the existence of ion energy causes the initial radial
electric field to change from ion-expanding to ion-confining.
This can be inferred from the shape and curvature of the
isopotential lines in Fig. 11. Downstream, where magnetic/
electric tube turning is large and ion inertia dominates in
the ion equation, the electric field becomes ion-expanding
in all the considered cases, albeit this occurs farther
downstream the higher the Ti0 =Te0 .
In summary, the presence of ion internal energy introduces new mechanisms for ion acceleration and can dramatically change the electric potential profile within the
plasma. Nonetheless, the generation of thrust still depends
on the azimuthal electric currents, which respond to the
total internal energy in the plasma regardless of which species carries it.
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Plasma-Induced Magnetic Field
When the plasma is sufficiently dense and hot, the very
same electric currents that are responsible for thrust generation and radial confinement induce a magnetic field that
can modify the shape and strength of the MN. In essence, as
stated in the section “Model of the Plasma Flow in a MN,”
the total magnetic field B is the sum of the applied and the
plasma-induced one, B = Ba + Bp. So far, the plasmainduced field has been neglected assuming a low-density
plasma, but it can be readily included in the model by
adding Ampere’s equation:
r  Bp ¼ m0 j

ð31Þ

While all components of j create an induced field, it is the jy
component that modifies the meridional magnetic field,
thus altering the shape of the MN. Moreover, in most cases
of interest, this current is the largest component of j. Thus,
keeping only the azimuthal projection of Eq. (31), one may
write it in terms of cp , the induced magnetic field stream
function, as follows:


2
1 q cp q 1 qcp
þ
¼ m0 jy
r qz2
qr r qr

ð32Þ

which exhibits explicitly the elliptic nature of the problem
of calculating cp .
Recalling that in a cold ion plasma jye  n0 Te =ðBa RÞ, a
quick estimate in the equation above shows that the ratio
Bp =Ba scales as:
Bp
 m0 nTe =B2a ¼ b
Ba

ð33Þ

which is the well-known plasma beta parameter. Its value at
the center of the throat section, b0 , can be used to characterize the influence of the plasma-induced magnetic
field.[67] A possible scheme to compute the selfconsistent magnetic field is to calculate Bp iteratively,

obtaining first a solution for jy and then calculating the
induced field. The integration of the plasma flow and the
calculation of Bp can be repeated with the new total field
until convergence is achieved.[67]
The first observation regarding Bp is that it opposes the
applied magnetic field. This is not surprising, since the
azimuthal plasma currents jy are naturally diamagnetic in
the MN. This was also a necessary condition for positive
thrust generation. As a result, the induced field weakens the
magnetic strength in the MN and makes the magnetic lines
more divergent; in other words, the MN becomes shorter
and wider, with the turning point closer to the throat region.
Fig. 12 illustrates the effect of increasing the b0 parameter,
showing that MN opening increases with b0 .
Second, in this isothermal case, the induced field gains
relevance downstream. The reason is that nTe decreases
slower than B2a . That is, the local b increases with the expansion. Note that this trend could change if rapid electron cooling takes place in the MN. As some of the simulations show,
the induced magnetic field may become strong enough to
fully cancel the applied one at the axis, forming a separatrix
surface between two distinct regions of the MN: the appliedfield-dominated one and a reversed-field region downstream.
The existence of a point where B ¼ 0 on the axis of the MN
has been observed experimentally by Roberson et al.,[68] and
configurations where the core of the plasma has completely
expelled the applied field were proposed by Gerwin.[69]
Irrespective of the existence of a separatrix, the gradual
cancellation of the magnetic field occurs mostly in the core
of the MN, where plasma density is largest. However, the
magnetic field strength in the periphery remains in the same
order of magnitude in all cases considered here. This is
important in a double sense: first, the demagnetization of
the core facilitates detachment of the main part of the
plasma jet. Second, the high magnetic field at the periphery
helps to continue to confine the radial expansion of the
plasma, minimizing its cross-field diffusion.
Notwithstanding this, simulations reveal a minor
decrease in plume efficiency Zplume with increasing b0 .
Therefore, in a properly designed MN, it is desirable to
keep a low b0, so that induced field effects do not disturb
the geometry of the MN too early in the expansion (i.e.,
before a high ion Mach number is achieved), which would
lead to an unwanted increase in plume divergence. This sets
an upper boundary to plasma density for a given Ba0
and Te0 .
It is worth pointing out that these trends may change if a
non-propulsive MN is considered, into which a hypersonic
(or cold) plasma is injected or when the ion magnetization
strength is excessively high downstream. In this case, the
plasma electric currents can be dominantly paramagnetic;
this type of current leads to an induced magnetic field that
reinforces the applied one, closing and stretching it downstream instead of opening it (see, e.g., Arefiev et al.[33] or
Winglee et al.[70]). Recall, however, that such paramagnetic
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Fig. 12 Total magnetic field B = Ba + Bp calculated self-consistently for different values of b0 . An isothermal plasma with an initial profile
based on the J0 Bessel function was used. In this case, the magnetic nozzle is generated by a series of point coils that simulate a solenoid
analogous as the one used in several helicon plasma thrusters. The color map represents log10 B. Red lines show magnetic streamtubes, the
thicker one being the plasma vacuum edge in the simulations (the line that passes by z ¼ 0, r ¼ R). The black dotted line shows the position
of this plasma edge in the b0 ¼ 0 simulation for comparison. The green line, when present, displays the magnetic separatrix, for which
B ¼ 0 at the axis. Since the model cannot predict the value of uye downstream from the separatrix, uye ¼ 0 has been used in that region.

currents produce negative thrust (i.e., drag). Finally, note
also that while the force of the induced magnetic field on
the MN field generator causes the magnetic thrust, the selfforce that the induced field Bp exerts on the plasma itself is
purely internal (i.e., both action and reaction are in the
plasma), and therefore, this self-induced force cannot
directly provide thrust.
Collisional Processes in the Expansion
A higher electron collisional frequency ne will reduce the
Hall effect parameter, wH ¼ Oe =ne , calling into question
one of the key hypotheses of the electron model used
here. Electron collisions provide a means for cross-field
diffusion, which so far has been neglected by assuming electrons follow perfectly the magnetic streamtubes
(i.e., u?e  0).
The dominant effect of electron collisions appears in the
azimuthal electron momentum equation, which was
dropped before in favor of the aforementioned assumption.
If u?e 6¼ 0 is now allowed, using the simplest model for
collisions and assuming B points downstream as before,
this equation reads:
0 ¼ eu?e B  me ne uye
or, in other words,

ð34Þ

u?e ¼ uye =wH

ð35Þ

so that electron and magnetic streamtubes no longer
coincide. Observe that in the collisionless limit
(wH  1) u?e ¼ 0 is consistently recovered. Collisions
in the z and r electron momentum equations depend
on ðuze  uzi Þ and ðure  uri Þ, respectively, and play a
secondary role since azimuthal currents are typically the
largest in the plasma. Therefore, the focus of the discussion in this section is collisional effects in the azimuthal
equation (Eq. 35).
Since uye > 0 when Bz ð0; 0Þ > 0 (see the section
“Energy Conversion and Thrust Generation”), it is clear
without any further ado that u?e > 0, meaning that collisions result in a more divergent plasma jet due to diffusion.
Confirmation of this result and a preliminary estimate of
the magnitude of u?e can be obtained assuming w1
H  1
and computing the cross-field diffusion as a first-order correction using the unperturbed solution of the model.[25]
Fig. 13 maps the value of u?e =uke in an illustrative case,
where ne is modeled as the ion–electron Coulomb collision
frequency nei (see, e.g., Goldston and Rutherford[71]). This
plot shows that maximum diffusion is reached somewhere
between the MN axis and the plasma periphery. This is due
to the fact that w1
H is higher at the axis, where density is
larger, and decreases radially, while uye is maximum near
the periphery and zero at the axis; therefore, the product of
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Fig. 13 Diffusion caused by ion–electron collisions for a MN
with RL =R ¼ 3:5 and an initial plasma density profile based on
the J0 Bessel function. The color map shows the decimal logarithm of u?e =uke computed as a correction of the unperturbed
solution (w1
H ¼ 0). The plot has been normalized with w0 , the
^ i0 has
value of the Hall parameter at the center of the throat; O
been included in the expression too, to take into account that u?e
^ 1 . Therefore, except for the small
(just like uye ) scales with O
i0
^ i0 , this graph
variations in the zeroth-order density map with O
^
applies to all values of Oi0 .

the two is non-monotonic. Diffusion increases slowly
downstream due to the growth of uye in this direction.
In the foreseen application cases, wH0 (the Hall parameter at the center of the throat) ranges between 102 and 104
(Ahedo and Merino[72]). Therefore, diffusion due to classical ion–electron collisions is expected to have a small
influence in the MN expansion.
A more detailed simulation is shown in Fig. 14, based on
a particle-in-cell code for ions and the electron fluid equations with collisions described above. [48] This hybrid
approach allows us to transition from the fully magnetized
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electron model to the case where collisions induce a considerable amount of lateral diffusion and calculate the
plasma flow self-consistently. Simulation (a) has a higher
magnetic field than simulation (b).
Visibly, decreasing B results in a wider, more divergent
plasma jet. In fact, the reasons for this are twofold: first, the
lower B results in a lower wH, thereby increasing the ratio
u?e =uye . Second, a lower B also means higher electron
azimuthal currents (since jy B must remain the same at the
throat to confine the plasma pressure); the higher the uye is,
the larger the effect of the resistive term in Eq. 35 and thus
the higher the u?e .
Fig. 14 illustrates as well the growth in ion streamtube
divergence near the periphery of the plasma when wH
decreases. In this region, the outward electrostatic pull on
ions is increased due to the enhanced electron diffusion.
Most of this phenomenon occurs in the near region, where
ion velocity is still low. Once the ions have gained enough
velocity, however, their streamtubes eventually straighten
out and become nearly conic, as was already seen in Section “Plasma Detachment from the Magnetic Field.”
The hybrid model also allows us to identify the minimum reasonable magnetic field strength to maintain good
electron confinement in a given case, so that the MN
confers its shape to the plasma jet and operates as
expected: on the one hand, at very low magnetic strength,
the MN is too weak to channel and guide the plasma, and
the expansion covers all space and has a very wide divergence angle. The magnetic thrust obtained is low. On the
other hand, a very high magnetic strength leads to an
undesirable increase of plume divergence due to higher
ion attachment. Besides, a higher magnetic field requires a
more expensive field generator, in terms of weight and
power. Therefore, there exists an optimum range of
magnetic field intensity for propulsive applications. This
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Fig. 14 Plasma expansion in the MN as modeled with the hybrid PIC/fluid code of Reference [48] for the RL =R ¼ 4:5 nozzle with an
initial density profile based on the J0 Bessel function. Graph (a) has wH0 ¼ 500, and graph (b) has wH0 ¼ 100. The color map shows the
plasma density in logarithmic scale, log10 ðn=n0 Þ. Red lines are ion streamtubes, and black lines are the initially corresponding magnetic
streamtubes (the outermost black line would be the plasma edge in the collisionless limit).
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is actually the recovered behavior in the experiments of
Little and Choueiri.[50]
Lastly, observe that in agreement with the discussion,
collisionality always leads to divergent detachment in a hot
plasma MN, i.e., it causes the jet to diverge faster than the
magnetic field. In consequence, it is not a useful detachment mechanism for propulsion (cf. with Moses et al.[32]),
and therefore, it should be avoided.[25]

The last assumption to be removed, at least partially, is that
of negligible electron inertia. This simplification had
multiple benefits for the tractability and integrability of the
model; namely, the electron momentum equation becomes
algebraic when the advective term is dropped, and the electron Larmor radius goes to zero, so that the position of
individual electrons coincides with their gyrocenters.
Just like in the case of collisions, it is worth to analyze
separately meridional and azimuthal electron inertia, for
they become relevant on a different scale: on the one hand,
in the meridional electron equations (Eq. 10), the pressure
term sets the leading order, and the electric and magnetic
terms balance it. Therefore, longitudinal inertia plays a
second-order effect, becoming relevant only when it is
comparable to them. On the other hand, the azimuthal electron equation does not include a pressure term, and therefore, the inertial one, irrespective of its magnitude, can set
the leading order:[34]
ure qðruye Þ
quye eB
þ uze
¼
u?e
qr
me
r
qz

ð36Þ

Hence, one can study the dominant effect of inertia by
keeping only the azimuthal terms and neglecting the meridional ones. Note that Eq. 36 can be integrated once into an
expression analogous to Eq. 17, which states the conservation of the electron canonical angular momentum about the
MN axis.
As with the analysis of collisions in the section “Collisional Processes in the Expansion,” Eq. 36 yields u?e 6¼ 0,
so electron streamtubes do not coincide with magnetic tubes
either. Expectedly, the limit me ! 0 reduces this equation to
the condition used in the essential model, u?e ¼ 0.
In this case, however, the addition of Eq. 36 to the model
can be done self-consistently, and it does not necessarily
complicate its integration. In fact, after some algebra, it can
be shown that[34] 1) u?e > 0 in the MN, leading to divergent detachment; and 2) uye and u?e can be computed
a priori from the given magnetic field and initial plasma
conditions, and therefore, the electron streamlines are
known before starting the integration of the ion flow. In
fact, the perpendicular velocity scales as,
u?e /

le ure uye
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R Te =me

ð37Þ

Fig. 15 Initially corresponding streamtubes of magnetic field
(solid, thick), electrons (solid, thin), and ions (dashed) when
azimuthal electron inertia effects are included in the model. An
isothermal plasma with a Gaussian initial plasma density profile
is used. In this case, the magnetic nozzle is generated by a
^ i0 ¼ 0:4, with me =m ¼ 4:18 106 (correspondsolenoid and O
i
ing to Xe ions).
Source: Adapted from Ahedo & Merino.[34] ©2012 AIP. Adapted
with permission.

in the bulk of the plasma, revealing the main dependency
on the electron Larmor radius. Moreover, inertial effects are
more marked where uye is large.
These points are supported by the simulation of Fig. 15,
where electron tubes are seen to separate outward from the
magnetic field due to the azimuthal electron inertia. The
separation increases toward the plasma edge, where uye is
larger. In this example, the increased electron separation
pulls the ions radially, causing them to diverge more than
the magnetic lines in the near region. Nonetheless, ion
streamtubes still become near conic farther downstream,
so they eventually separate inward from the magnetic field
in the bulk of the plasma just as in Fig. 7.
Therefore, it can be concluded that azimuthal electron
inertia does not facilitate inward plasma detachment
(cf. with Hooper[22]), and just as collisional effects, it is
desirable to keep these effects to a minimum (by increasing
the applied field, for instance).
As a final comment, inertial effects must be regarded as
a part of the broader, more complete “finite Larmor radius
effects” (FLRE), which scale with the electron Larmor
radius le . These effects are due to the coherent gyration
of all electrons about the magnetic lines and have a dependency on the geometry of B. One such effect of zeroth order
is the appearance of the diamagnetic azimuthal current
given by ðqpe =qrÞ=B at the throat. Azimuthal inertia is
a first-order one, yet it is not the only one: together with this
term, other contributions appear in the electron momentum
equation, such as the gyroviscous force,[73,74] which has its
origin in a non-isotropic, non-diagonal pressure tensor Pe.
Such terms appear even in the case of an isotropic,
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Maxwellian distribution of gyrocenters[73] and result naturally from the integration of the kinetic equations of the
gyrating species. It is known that the gyroviscous force can
cancel at least partially the effect of azimuthal inertia in the
MN discussed here.[34] Modeling the complex gyroviscous
terms and validating the conclusions of this section are an
open topic of research. Moreover, FLRE will dominate far
downstream and be a substantial mechanism in electron
demagnetization, a feature whose study will likely require
full kinetic models.
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CONCLUSION
This entry of MN plasma physics has hopefully conveyed
to the reader the key features and advantages of MNs for
electric propulsion in space missions. MNs constitute an
advanced plasma acceleration technology, with many attractive characteristics and the potential to perform efficiently,
and are regarded as a promising alternative to other acceleration techniques. The many next-generation thrusters that are
betting on MNs (HPT, VASIMR, AF-MPDT, ECRT, etc.)
serve as a sample of the growing interest in these devices.
A 2-D, two-fluid model has been used to explore the
basic physics and assess the propulsive performance of the
MN. While the main ion acceleration mechanism (and
energy conversion mechanism) is the ambipolar electric
field, magnetic thrust generation stands out from the existence of diamagnetic currents in the plasma and their interaction with the applied field; these currents are proportional
to the pressure of the plasma (electrons plus ions) upstream.
With regard to plasma detachment, which has been one
of the main concerns about MNs in the past, it has been
shown to take place naturally thanks to the separation of the
hypersonic ions from the field, when the electric and magnetic forces in the plasma become insufficient to deflect the
ions radially along the magnetic tubes. Efficient detachment occurs even when their initial magnetization degree
is far larger than the foreseen application ranges.
Lastly, by gradually extending the basic model, several
additional aspects of the physics of MNs have been studied
to understand their influence on the propulsive worthiness
of the device. Electron cooling must take place in the
expansion, and modeling it as an effective polytropic law
has revealed an overall improvement in MN performance
with respect to the isothermal limit used in the basic model.
Ion energy can modify strongly the ambipolar electric field
in the plasma and gives rise to the gas dynamic acceleration
mechanism. Induced field, collisions, and electron inertia
effects play a detrimental role, increasing the plume divergence and decreasing the plume efficiency.
Open Areas of Research
This last section gathers some of the main open loops in
MN modeling and comments on the difficulties that need to
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be overcome in order to advance in the mastering of MN
physics for plasma propulsion.
The main limitations of the basic model used here lie on
its central assumptions: fully quasineutral, collisionless,
fully magnetized electrons, etc. Many of the kinetic subtleties of the expansion are concealed by the two-fluid nature
of the model. Neutral atoms or a background plasma or
magnetic field have been disregarded. Breaking free of
these assumptions, and gradually incorporating kinetic
effects in the model, is one of the next steps toward a better
understanding of MNs.
In particular, one of the big open questions concerns the
fate of the electrons far downstream, once that the magnetic
field becomes weak enough for electron demagnetization to
take place. The transition from the fully magnetized electrons plasma into an unmagnetized electrons plasma jet is
not a regular one, unless inertial or collisional effects are
included; expectedly, FLRE will become a central aspect
and will have to be consistently included. Being able to
model electron demagnetization would allow to analyze the
electron behavior in regions where the induced magnetic
field dominates over the applied one, too.
The low plasma density and the large Debye length at
the periphery of the plasma (and far downstream) could
bring up non-neutral effects locally if the Debye length
lD becomes larger than the macroscopic scale length, with
unforeseen consequences on the expansion. Obviously,
including Poisson’s equation into the model is required to
analyze this phenomenon.
Finally, the interaction of the MN plasma jet with the
ambient plasma and/or magnetic fields remains to be
addressed. Turbulence and two-stream instabilities could
conceivably be present where the jet and ambient densities
become comparable, and the ambient plasma will dictate
the electric field when its density begins to dominate.
A full kinetic description of the plasma, in particular of
the electrons, would allow to study the anisotropization and
cooling of the species consistently. Preliminary results in
this field using a 1-D model are promising,[56] and a 2-D
model that relaxes the full magnetization condition should
clarify several open questions.
The joint, consistent treatment of the whole ensemble,
plasma source plus MN, to study the performance
and operation of a complete thruster, is also underway in
the case of the HPT.[75] That joint study can also clarify the
closure of longitudinal electric currents inside the resistive
plasma source.
Experiment-wise, while the main operation principles
and plasma detachment have already been demonstrated,
a complete parametric investigation into the expansion
remains to be accomplished. Part of the difficulty lies on
making the results as independent as possible from the
vacuum chamber, test equipment, and plasma source used.
Eventually, space testing will become necessary to fully
characterize the expansion and qualify this technology for
flight.

Future developments of and improvements in available
MNs can also take place in the coming years. For instance,
by using a 3-D magnetic field instead of a 2-D, axisymmetric one, it is possible to guide the plasma laterally and
deflect the jet to gain thrust vector control (TVC) capabilities.[76] While all existing thrusters need to be mounted on
heavy gimbaled platforms to enable TVC, the use of a
steerable MN could eliminate the need of such devices.
Another possible development stems out of the MN
integration into the spacecraft, as the magnetic generator
required to create the MN could be reused for other purposes. Examples of these are the generation of artificial
magnetospheres[77] to protect the spacecraft from the harsh
radiation environment of space, or its usage as a large
magneto-torquer to reorient it.
Finally, MN plasma jets may also have an unexpected
advantage over unmagnetized jets for certain applications.
For example, the applied magnetic field may provide a
means to shield the plasma expansion from the influence
of external magnetic fields, such as the geomagnetic field,
which may otherwise deform it.[41] While this may seem an
innocent statement, it could have a central effect on applications that require targeting with precision an object in
space with a plasma jet, such as the ion beam shepherd
concept to deorbit space debris.[78,79]
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